Introduction.
The principal aim of the present paper is to give a supplement to the theory of spectral representation for selfadjoint operators in a separable Hilbert space. This theory was begun by Hellinger L/J and Hahn [6] ; among the further contributors we have to mention mainly M. H. Stone [16] (Chapter vn) and J. von Neumann [15] . A detailed account can also be found in Dunford and bchwartz [3] (Sections X-5 and XII-3).
If y. is a spectral measure for the selfadjoint operator A in a Hilbert space 96 then the « classical » theory of spectral representation sets up an isometric isomorphism mapping 36 onto a suitable space ^(^) of vectorvalued functions on the real line; 1 (d [/. ) is the direct integral (rel. the measure pi) of Hilbert spaces whose elements can be considered as generalized eigenelements of the operator A. Various results in the classical theory hold (^-almost everywhere, but the exceptional sets and the relations between them were not specified. We shall give a precise description of the exceptional sets; the consequences of this description will be useful for questions of expansion in generalized eigenelements of A. The feasibility of this study was recognized after reading papers of Yu M. Berezanskn [2] , C. Foias [4] , [5] , G. I. Kac [9] , [10] , and K. Maunn [12] , [13] . In the remainder of the present paper we apply the general results to the problem of eigenfunction expansions in proper functional Hilbert spaces. We have divided our investigation into three chapters.
Chapter i deals with spectral representation. In § I 1 we give a resume of the classical theory, as far as we need 'it In § 1.2 we start with a generating system e = \eA in 36 rel the operator A, and with the « minimal » pi-null set A The exceptional sets A«.(,) are introduced (for every ue96) and the generalized eigenspaces ^> (defined for every X<A) are investigated. The domain Sy of the « infinitesimal » projection P^° : 96 -> 96y consists of all u for which A ^ A^(<,); it is a subspace of 96; Py maps onto all of 96y\ For every X ^ A< a closed subspace 96y of ?6 is constructed so that the mapping Py : 96y -> 96y is an isometric isomorphism. The spaces 96y are found to be essentially independent of the choice of e. In § 1.3 we introduce the notion of expansibility. A subset Sc96 is called A-expansible if p/1jA^(e)^==0 for some \ ues / generating system e. We give some examples of expansible Banach-subspaces S> of 96, based on the fact that if S> is contained in 3)°^ then the mapping P^: S> -> 96^ is bounded. The range of any Hilbert-Schmidt operator in 96 is expansible for every selfadjoint operator A ( 2 ); a set contained in such a range is called Hilbert-Schmidt expansible. If a set S is A-expansible then for every fixed \ « I J A^(^) the components aeŝ n(
x 'y ^) ot the generalized eigenelements are functions defined everywhere on S, they appear as generalized eigenfunctions of A. In § 1.4 we consider operators T in 96 which are closed, have dense domain, and commute with the resolution of identity E(.) of the selfadjoint operator A. The spectral decomposition of these into operators T^° in 96^ is obtained and described completely.
Chapter n gives applications to proper functional Hilbert spaces j^, 81, i.e. Hilbert spaces 9 consisting of functions f defined everywhere on a basic set § such that the evaluation f{x) for fixed x e g represents a bounded linear functional on 9: f{x) == (/*, K^;). The reproducing kernel is given by K(rc, y) = (Kp Ka;). In § 11.1, for every X outside the minimal exceptional set Ag, the generalized eigenspaces i^\ §{ are defined directly; they are determined by their reproducing kernels K{x, y; X) = ^(E(X)Ky, E(X)K^)/^(X). The p.f. Hilbert space ^, §j is called expansible if the set |Ka;|rce8^ is expansible in 3^ in that case pi.(Ag) = 0, and the canonical isometric isomorphism between ^x ) as given by the abstract theory and 3^ is established. In § 11.2 we employ the properties of ( 2 ) This result can be interpreted as a slight improvement of a corresponding result of G. I. Kac [9] .
Hilbert-subspaces of {9,^ to investigate Hilbert-Schmidt expansibility.
In Chapter m we consider p.f. Hilbert ?, D| consisting of functions analytic in some domain D in complex space C" These spaces are all Hilbert-Schmidt expansible, and the generalized eigenfunctions in ^ (for ^-almost all X) are analytic in D.
We have not touched upon the theory of spectral representation for normal operators. Also, in § 1.4 we have not tried to obtain a spectral decomposition for general T not necessarily commuting with E(.) into operators T^'"): ^W__^^) J The notation and terminology of this paper will be explained in the course of the development.
Formulas as well as items (such as « Definition », « Theorem » etc ) are numbered through in each chapter. When referring to formula (3) (or « 1. Theorem )>) of Chap. i we shall in other chapters write (3.1) (or Theorem I.I), and in the same chapter write simply (3) (or Theorem 1). E^en ^rate the spacê and^ (E(A)c,,, E(A')cJ = 0 for n^ m and any A,A'. We assume the system normalized by ||.,|j = 1 for all n. The generating system \ e^ defines a system of measures ^ given by (A,(A) = ||E(A)e || 2 (
3 ) For our selfadjoint operator A we choose a fixed spectral measure as follows. Consider the class T of all measures v such that for every generating system ^, v ^ ^ (4) f^ ^ "
In this class we consider the equivalence class S of measures a satisfying (x^v for every v e T. Let us choose a fixed measure (AC b of total mass 1. This y. will be our spectral measurê rom now on we shall keep 96, A, E(.), and y. fixed. Let e= \e^\ be a generating system. exist, are finite, and equal zero if 0^(X) == 0 for ^.-almost all X. We set
Furthermore, for u, ^ e 56 and any A,
The correspondence u -> |^(u; X)j establishes the canonical isometric isomorphism between 96 and the direct integral f9&ydu.{\ Now suppose (6) is valid for the index k. We shall prove (7) for k. where each of the two terms is non-negative. Consequently
for any s and every A^ ^ X, and so (7) holds for /c. Applying (6) for k and -7--and (7) for k: 
Proo/-. -Clearly us 2)0) impi^ aue®Q) for any complex number a. For u, v e ®W :
Now we consider condition b). We have ||E(A) (u + p)||2 = ||E(A)K||2 + ||E(A)^ + (E(A)u, E(A)(.) + (E(A)p, E(A)u).
If (8) holds then we can apply it to the right hand side here and obtain u+ pe®W. It remains to prove (8) . By (4) we S |^n(^$ ^l 2^) are each less than £. We keep k fixed now.
fc4-l -
By (9'), the first k terms on the right hand side of (9) will approximate 2 Sn(^; ^)^n(^$ X)O^(X) as close as we please n==l provided that A is sufficiently small. It remains to evaluate the remainder in (9). We havê at the point X and their derivatives there equal to the corresponding integrands <p(X),
(p)!?^
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Now let uft) = %<,(X) e ^0), i.e., ^ ^ < oo and ^ = Q nev^ .^/T^n? 11611 "^W"^ belon^ to ^ since yu|| 2 = L|^(|E(A^[| 2 < oo by (10) . We show that us 2)0)
By construction we obtain condition a) with ^ (u-X) == ? It remains to establish b). We shall show existence" (andequa" hty to llE^e,,^)) of both the left and right hand derivatives By Af(A») we denote the part of A, lying to the right (left) of A and including X. Let A denote intervals to the right (left) of X now: A = [X, X'[. Then for fixed A and n' = n'(M we have
For £> 0, fix k large enough so that 1 \^W < e. Then for A sufficiently small M'(A) > A*, and
The first term approximates S l^l'O^X) as A ^X. In the second term^ we have A c A^-= A,, and so by (10) it is bounded by 2 S l^nl 2^) . In the remainder term we have A 4 -c A ^(^) < 1 *+i « " ' «(A) ^ ' and so it is bounded by 2 S ^W. Thus the second and
third terms together are bounded by 2e (by the choice of k) for every A small enough so that n'(A) > k. This proves that the right-hand derivative of ||E(X)u|| 2 exists and equals 5 l^nFOn^). The left-hand derivative is treated analogously. Proof. -If X is an eigenvalue of A, then PR-) == E(^Xh is the projection of ^ onto the eigenspace corresponding to X and we take g, = E(^|)^ (then \W = W).
Suppose now that X is not an eigenvalue. Let An be the restriction of A to the closed subspace generated by E(A)^, for A arbitrary. If now 9n(X) > 0, then X is in the continuous spectrum of An and is not an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity. Hence every open interval containing X must contain points of the spectrum of An different from X. We choose such an interval, An say, and take it so small that it satisfies (10) and also ||E(AJ^|| 2 < 9n(X). Then we can find an open subinterval An containing X such that both An and An -An :M An meet the spectrum of An, and thus E(An)en =7^= 0 =7^= E(A^)en. Clearly P^A;)^ == 0 and P^E(An)^ = e,{\). We determine the constant Cn > 0 such that:
Then we have P^gn = ^) and ||gn|| 2 = en(X). The elements u = S^ngn are hy P^ in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the complete space 96^\ and this correspondence is isometric. Proof. -Let X^A(^^). We introduce y./<,n(X) == Sn^fc? ^) and Tn.k(X) = ^(^n; X), that is
, "nd ^n(A) == T,,,(A) = 0 for 9,(X) == 0 or 6,(A) = 0.
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Then we define the linear transformation J% : W^ -> Sf6^ by (13) J^^)==SX..n(^)^), n and similarly J^: ^a ) -> 3^> by ( 
13') J^(A) -S T^(X).;(X).
k
We have for any k and i:
which shows that the mapping J^e' is an isometry and thus can be extended to all of S^. Similarly J^e is an isometry since for any m and n:
Using these formulas and (12) we find for any n and I 5 ^WX.,A) = ^ = Sy^.,(X)T,,,(X) k which means that the matrices ^(X) == (%.fc,n(^)) and r(X) == (r^n(X)) are inverse to each other. Consequently J^.U^ acts as identity in W}\ and J^J^ acts as identity in W^. This also shows that the ranges of J^ and J^ are all of S^ and ^), respectively. From our constructions we see that for u e 3)^ n 3)ĵ y^pyu = p^u. y
-(U^)=o for some generating system e (then by Theorem 7, the same condition holds for any other generating system). The set S is called totally expansible if it is K-expansible for every selfadjoint operator A in 9&. A countable union of A-expansible {totally expansible) sets is also ^-expansible {totally expansible). Let [SJ be the linear span of S {that is, all finite linear combinations of elements in S)
. Then (15) implies (A / I J \^\ = 0.
As an application of Proposition 9 weThall give some examples of expansible subspaces.
Let a sequence \u^\ <=3Sg and an index p, KD<OO be given such that ' 
<(| I^K)"' S /::(]| |^(u,; p)^2^^?) ^(p)
where the second factor is finite by (16) , and the first tends to zero as M, N -> oo. Consequently all elements of X which can be represented in the form S^ as just described form a subspacê =^=^p(|^).
By giving a norm to ^ it can be made into a Banach subspace of 38 in two equivalent ways : Either we make the direct definition
a^=s^"fc
f\=[f\jt\eiP'
Or we consider the linear mapping
ith null space U(U). Then ^ provided with the topology of yi%{V) will be a B-subspace of W>. To establish condition a) of (5) we consider
S ^(E(A)U,, E(A).J = ^ ---)^J" ^n(^; P)On(p) ^(P)
as A {X. In the series on the right, each term converges 
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The third factor in this evaluation remains bounded as A ^ X (actually it converges to a finite limit, as can be seen from the assumptions about (17), using arguments similar to those of Lemma 3). The second factor tends to v/o7X) as A ^ X, and the first to zero as N -> oo. Thus we found " d S ^(E(X)u,, E(X)^) = S W^; X) W.
We turn to condition &). 
Spectral decomposition of operators commuting with E(.).
Throughout this section we keep A, E(.) and (JL fixed and consider operators T in ^ which are closed, have dense domain, and commute with E(.): E(X)2)(T) c ®(T) and TE(X)u = E(X)Tu for u e ®(T), and every X.
An equivalent way of saying that T commutes with every E(X) is
that is, TE(X) is an extension of E(X)T. Taking adjoints in (19) we see that then also T* commutes with E(. 
.). Then one can construct a generating system \e^\ which is contained in ®(T).
Proof. -a) Suppose first that A has no eigenvalues (i.e., has no point masses). We make use of the one-to-one correspondence between pairs of non-negative integers (/c, ;), k, I = 0, 1, 2, ..., and positive integers n = 1, 2, 3, ... given by the formula (2k + 1)2^ = n. Let the sequence |4°^ c 2)(T) be total in 96. To obtain the desired generating system \eA we construct elements y, e 3)(T) and x^ e 3)(T) by induction on n and set e^ == 7,"",.-for y^ ^ 0. Our induction hypothesis i \y^\ i for the step n is the following: ( for all n' < n and (2/c' + 1)2^' ^ n.
We already have the sequence {x^^ c 2)(T). We set yi == â nd 4° = 0 for all I > 0. Then (20) is satisfied for n = 2.
We proceed to construct y^ from hypothesis (20). Let Y^_i be the closed subspace generated by all elements E(A)yf or which n' < n. Let k and ^ be determined by n === (2k + 1)2^. Then ^°<=®(T) is known by (20). We shall decompose: approximate z^ as M -> oo we can find a set S^_i whose complement has a measure as small as we please and so that all <p^(X), n' == 1, 2, . . ., n-1 are uniformly bounded on S^_i. The choice of S^_i will be specified later; let y^-i denote the characteristic function of S^-i. We define
which will give the decomposition (21). We have to prove the desired properties. By construction y^JLY^i and z^e Y^_i.
The operators f^n-iW dE{\) and /y^(X)^(X) rfE(X) are strong limits of finite linear combinations of operators E(A), hence they commute with T by Lemma 16. Since y^, x^ e ®(T) then also ^,y,e=®(T), and finally ^e^T). The set S^i is chosen so large that y^ -=^ 0 and
To complete the induction we have to show that (20) holds for n + 1-We only have to check on x^ where
) are given by (20) for n and x^ was obtained together with y^.
It remains to show that the set |E(A)y^A^ is total in 36, i.e. that every us 38 is a limit of finite linear combinations of elements E(A)^. So let 1^ e 3ig be arbitrary. Since \x^\ is total in 96, for every £ > 0 there are numbers S;i, . . ., ŝ uch that^-iw <£. where I is sufficiently large so that x^ = 0 or |K°|| < --t ---" ku Nmaxj^j which can be achieved by the condition on (21). Then S l^kl ll^ll ^ £ -I 11 these decompositions we obtained finitely many elements z, and y^ The Zi can be approximated by finite linear combinations of elements E(A)y^ as closely as we wish. So finally u can be approximated by such linear combinations as closely as we please. b) If the operator A has eigenvalues let <%(X) denote the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue X. The projection E(^X|) onto 36(\) is the strong limit of operators E(A), A^A; by Lemma 1 then T and T* commute with E(|X^). Let A be the set of eigenvalues of A (there are at most countably many) and let ^(A) be the orthogonal direct sum of the eigenspaces ^(X). T and T* commute also with the projection E(A) onto 36(A). The operator A has no eigenvalues in the complement S^i == 96Q96{A.). From part a) we now see that we can find a generating system e == e' u e"(A) in 96 where e' c 3^ n 3)(T) is a generating system in 3^i for the restriction A[^ and e"(A) is a union of orthonormal complete systems ^^(X)? in <%(X) for each X e A such that {e^(\)} c3)(T).
Remark 17'. -The same construction shows that for an arbitrary class of operators T,, closed, with dense domains, commuting with A and such that F ^3)(Ti) is dense in S^, there exists a generating system ^e^\ c F ^3)(T,). Proof. -Let ^uP|c3)(T^) and suppose u? -> u^, T^u^ -> w^ in ^). We prove u^ e ^(T^") and T^V" = w (x) . We choose a subsequence of {u^^ (again denoted by the same letters) such that for p^ = M? -u^.i (we put UQ" = 0) Let i'(A) be the largest index for which A c ^ (or A c Ar). Take A so small that i'(A) > N. Then by (25),
is majorated by 2\/e:(X) S {\W\ + 2-). Thus we have found Let iS, 8^ be a proper functional Hilbert space, that is, a Hilbert space 9 consisting of functions f defined everywhere on a basic set § such that the evaluation f(x) for every fixed x e 8 represents a bounded linear functional on 9. The reproducing kernel of ^ §^ is the positive matrix K{x, y} = Ky{x) where every Ky e= 9 and x and y run through 8. The proper functional Hilbert space \9^ %\ is determined by its reproducing kernel ( 7 ). The evaluation is given by the reproducing formula (1) f(x) = (/ > , K^) for fe9 and ^e8.
The elements K^ e 9 where x «= 8 form a total subset 8^r in the Hilbert space S. When there is no danger of confusion we shall sometimes write 9 for ^,8^ and § for 8^. If in an abstract Hilbert space 96 a total subset U is chosen then we may take ^ll as a basic set and consider the elements of W) as functions on U :
for h e Wo and, u e= U and thus obtain the proper functional Hilbert space j36, Uj where u = Ka, K(u, ^) = (^, u) for all u, ^ e U and ^^ == ( U. Consider a selfadjoint operator A in ^,8^ with resolution of identity E(.) and a spectral measure p.. In analogy to sec-
For the general theory of reproducing kernels and proper functional Hilbert spaces, cf. N. Aronszajn [1] .
is canonically determined and canonically ismorphic to 9. It consists of all functions y(a?; X) which for a-almost all X belong to ^ (this implies y(a;; X) == 0 for K(^, ^; X) = 0), for which 9^; X) for all a; eg and ||9(.; X)!)^ are [Ji-measurable, and for which f\\f{. $ ^[ll^ rf^(X) < oo. The corresponding function 9 e 3? is given for every re e 8 by y(^) =/?(^)<W). We recall that a subspace %i of a Banach space % is called a Banach-subspace of % if £61 is a Banach space satisfying W 11^11^* ^ ^Ml^ / or 50we constant c> 0 anrf aK u e %i.
If in a Hilbert space 9 a Banach subspace ^ with its norm || IL is a Hilbert space then it is called a Hilhert-subspace of 9. Let ^ be a Hilbert-subspace of a Hilbert space 9. Then there is a selfadjoint operator H, 0 ^ H ^ cl with some c > 0, mapping 9 into ^ which is defined by (g, h)^ == (g, H/i)^ for every g e ^. Proof. -By hypothesis there exist \u^\ c9? such that S \M < oo and K, == S Wu, with |i;,(t/)j e P for all K,, Proof. -By hypothesis every space of restrictions ^jg is a Hilbert-subspace of the H.S.-expansible 3^, hence by Proposition 7 it is H.S.-expansible. So there are u^e9\^ such that S||^|IL<oo and K,|g, = Wx)u^ {^{x)} e> for all k xe^. Let < ) e^?©U(8J correspond to u^ e 9\^ under the isometric isomorphism between the two spaces. Then, since K^U(8^) for all x^S^ we find K^ == ^\x)u^\ {^(^j e Z 
